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Giving Birth to Your WordPress Blog
If your stomach wobbles at the thought of setting up your blog, you’re in good company. 
Most beginning bloggers I know face anxiety at some point in the blog set-up process. 
This blogger sure did. What I knew about technical issues when I set up my blog could 
have fit on the head of a pin with room to spare.

For me, setting up a blog seemed like a birthing process. I was eager to bring my blog 
into the world, but I was afraid I’d have a long and painful labor. Fortunately, giving birth 
to my blog was much easier than I feared.

Here’s what it was like:

I registered my domain name and set up a hosting account at Bluehost. The process was 
simple and painless, and I’m even an affiliate for Bluehost now. After setting up my 
hosting account, I followed the easy instructions within my Bluehost control panel to 
download and install WordPress, which took less than five minutes.

Here’s what the process cost:

• I paid $10 to register my domain name at the bluehost site.

• My hosting charges were $6.95 a month (I paid for the year up front).

After my baby blog was born:

I read through the WordPress documentation and visited the WordPress forum to learn 
what to do next. I checked out different themes, and because of my long-term plans for 
the blog, I opted to go with a paid theme. For me, the right choice was Headway, so I 
downloaded and installed that, which was also easy.

wordpress
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My postpartum depression

The blog set-up and theme installation was easy, but later, I found myself feeling 
overwhelmed and frustrated. This was my first WordPress blog, and I was unprepared for 
all the features, options, and possibilities. I played around with plug-ins and widgets, 
and sometimes things worked on the first try, but other times I wasted hours trying to 
figure something out. I was not a fun person to be around when this happened.

Giving birth to your own blog

However you decide to bring your blog into the world, the important part is to “just do 
it!” as Nike says. It’s okay to be scared, but don’t let fear keep you from moving forward 
with your blogging goals.
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How to Create an Unforgettable Blog
Use Color to Define Your Brand

When I first researched how to start a blog, I kept bumping into the term “branding.” At 
first, I thought branding only applied to established, professional bloggers. As it turns 
out, an effective branding strategy makes sense for bloggers at all levels.

Branding basically means defining yourself with a consistent image so readers 
remember you and know what to expect. When done right, branding builds reader trust 
and loyalty.

The key word in the definition of branding is “consistent.” Sure, readers want fresh 
content, but they want it delivered in a package that feels familiar, and things need to 
make sense to them. If they subscribe to a blog about vegetarian cooking, they don’t 
want to find a picture of someone gutting an elk.

How does a blogger go about building a strong brand and creating an unforgettable 
blog?

Even though this blog is new and has a long way to go before it falls into the 
unforgettable category, I’ll use it as an example and share my strategy. The Virgin Blogger 
Notes brand is about providing useful information and products to beginning bloggers. 
Here’s how the various elements of the blog tie together to support that concept:

Domain name
The domain name “virginbloggernotes” ties into the beginning blogger theme.

blog
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Tagline
“Information and inspiration for the beginning blogger” defines the blog and supports 
the brand concept.

Design
I’ll stick with an uncluttered layout, a clean looking font, and the color green for a fresh, 
clean feeling.

Logo or Header Image
I don’t have anything up yet, but these are things I can add to further support the brand.

Content
Information will be shared (posts, videos) in plain language, with “geek speak” held to a 
minimum.

About page
Tells the Virgin Blogger Notes story.

Social media presence
I’ll remain helpful, friendly, and encouraging in interactions with others.

Advertising, affiliate links, and products offered on the blog
I’ll offer products that are useful for beginning bloggers.

Now that you’ve got an idea of how to implement branding, check out other blogs to 
see how they do it. I think zen habits and pc mech both do a great job of staying 
consistent to their brand.
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Choose a Domain Name That Fits
According to Wikipedia, “A domain name is an identification label that defines a realm 
of administrative autonomy, authority, or control on the internet, based on the Domain 
Name System (DNS).”

Well, that was certainly useful. How about if we ditch the geek-speak and go straight 
into some information that will actually help us? Basically, a domain name is the 
address of your blog. It helps people find your blog, and it’s a big part of how they’re 
going to remember and talk about your blog. Granted, there’s a lot more to it than that, 
but we’ll save those conversations for another day.

Not all bloggers need to create and register a domain name. If you want to make money 
with your blog, however, the odds are good you’ll end up going that route rather than 
relying on a URL provided by a company like Blogspot.com or WordPress.com.  Free 
sites are great for casual blogging and for some business blog purposes too, but for the 
most part, but they lack the flexibility, options, and tools most bloggers need to build 
their brands and make money.

I’ll cover the advantages and disadvantages of various blog platforms and hosting 
options down the road, but for now, let’s run with the notion that you’re going to need a 
domain name that fits and enhances your overall brand.

Just like everything else with blogging, there’s no one right or wrong way of doing things 
when it comes to choosing a domain name. There are, however, a few general 
guidelines that seem to work well more often than not:

•Be clear on your brand – What sort of image are you trying to convey? Aim for a 

domain
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domain name using words and a tone that plays up your brand.

•Know your target audience – What words would your average reader use to search 
about your topic? Include one or two of these if possible.

•Keep it simple - Shorter names without hyphens or numbers are easier to 
remember and easier to type accurately into search engines.

•Go with a .com extension if possible – .com has an established, solid feel to it, 
and people are comfortable with it.

•Consider shelf-life – Consider what you plan to do with your blog and how long 
you plan to do it before putting pop-culture words in a domain name.

•Allow room for growth - Will your name let you expand your topic in the future?

Avoid using your own name – Unless you’re a celebrity or highly visible in your topic 
area, your personal name won’t help readers find or remember your blog.

Stay legal - Skip any trademarked names or names that seem likely to have you 
consulting with an attorney.

In the long run, your domain name is just one component of your overall branding 
strategy, so don’t get too nuts about finding a name that’s perfect in every way. Just take 
your time, think it through, and have some fun with it.

You can check the availability of your favorite names with the free search functions 
offered by domain name registration sites like GoDaddy or hosting companies like the 
one I use and am an affiliate for, bluehost. I’ll cover registration and hosting options in 
future posts, but if you find a name you love, there’s no need to wait before registering it. 
It’s a simple and inexpensive process so take the leap whenever you feel ready.
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Tagline Tips for Beginning Bloggers
Great Taglines Stick in the Brain

I talk to myself in taglines. Some days I tell myself to “Just do it,” while at other times I’ve 
been known to hold my stomach and moan, “I can’t believe I ate the whole thing.”

The best taglines always stick in my brain like glue. Well, technically, I don’t know what 
it’s like to have glue stuck in my brain, and I really don’t plan to find out, but you get the 
idea. Whether the slogan is “melts in your mouth, not in your hands,” or “takes a licking 
and keeps on ticking,” an image of the associated product flashes in my mind as soon as 
I hear the tagline, which is exactly what’s supposed to happen.

For bloggers, taglines have an added benefit besides helping readers remember your 
blog. Taglines quickly answer the “what’s in it for me?” question every new blog visitor 
has, which increases the chance your target reader will stick around long enough to 
check out your content.

Of course, you don’t have to have a tagline. Not all blogs do, and I haven’t heard of any 
bloggers getting late-night visits from the Tagline Police. Maybe they should though, 
because it’s downright criminal to squander such a great opportunity to build a 
memorable brand.

So, what’s the secret to writing a brain-sticking tagline? Well, who knows, really? I’m not 
trying to be funny here. Sometimes a tagline that seems super-catchy never catches on at 
all, while other times a tagline that’s on the stuffy side strikes a real chord with people. 
In the end, it’s up to the readers to decide what works and what doesn’t.

tagline
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Meanwhile though, it’s your job to put pen to paper or fingers to keyboard and come up 
with a tagline that defines and enhances your brand. Here are a few tips to help you get 
started:

Keep it short. 

Can you define your blog’s mission in 10 words or less?

Talk to your target audience. Tell them what to expect from your blog.

Convey an emotion. Do you want readers to feel motivated? Inspired? Smart? Creative?

And really, that’s about all there is to it other than repeatedly twisting words and phrases 
around until you land on the right combination.

Once you come up with a tagline, use it every chance you get. Obviously you’ll want it 
in the header area of your blog, but send it out in the world too. If you have a facebook 
fan page or a twitter page, put it there. Add it to your email signature. Get it printed on 
business cards and in marketing materials. Be as creative in promoting your tagline as 
you are about writing it.
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How to Write a Seriously Good “About” Page
I love meeting new people. I especially love meeting friendly people who smile, 
introduce themselves, and tell me a little bit about themselves. When people interact 
with me like this, it makes me feel warm and fuzzy inside. A well-written “About” page 
on a blog has the same effect on me. And, when the “About” page gives me a warm and 
fuzzy vibe, odds are I’ll hit the subscribe button.

Some blogs don’t have an “About” page. When I visit one of those blogs, I get a little 
bummed out. A blog without an “About” page has sort of an empty house feel to it. The 
light may be on, but nobody’s home.

I can’t make you have an “About” page on your blog, but I would if I could, and so 
would your readers. And speaking of your readers, here are some ways you can write a 
seriously good “About” page that will leave them feeling warm and fuzzy about you and 
your blog:

Remember who you’re talking to. Who is your target audience? Try picturing just one 
person from that group and imagine yourself sitting across from them enjoying the 
beverage of your choice together. Now, keep that image in mind as you write your 
“About” page.

Show them your smile. I’m not a stalker (unless you’re Johnny Depp, and then I am) but 
I do like to sneak a peek at my favorite bloggers. Your readers want to see you too. If you 
need an extra incentive to post a picture or two on your “About” page, remember that a 
picture is worth a thousand words (two thousand if you’re Johnny Depp), and a well 
thought-out picture can do a lot to enhance your blog’s brand.

about
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Tell them about yourself. It’s called an “About” page for a reason. Readers really do want 
to know something about you as a person. Not too much though. I’m pretty sure there 
are several things they’d rather not know at all, so please don’t tell them those things. 
Just tell them enough to give them a sense of you and why you’re writing this blog.

Tell them about the blog. What can they expect to find here? What’s the point? What’s 
the plan? This is also a good place to provide links to other pages, extra contact 
information, and even to sell things. You don’t want to be an annoying sleazebag about 
it, but there’s nothing wrong with telling readers about what you have to offer and 
making it easy to find those things through affiliate links.

Be conversational. Remember that image of you and your reader sharing a tasty 
beverage? Remember to talk with that reader and not at them. No one wants to have a 
drink with Ms. Know-it-All or Mr. Stuffy Pants.

Here are a couple basic web-writing basics to help you out in writing your “About” 
page:

•Shorter paragraphs are easier to read on a computer screen than long ones.

•Breaking up text with subheadings, bold text, and bullet points helps with 
readability too.

•Just like you and your blog, your “About” page is a work in progress and will 
evolve over time. Check on it now and again to see if needs some freshening up.
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Will You Love, Honor and Cherish Your Blog Topic?
Flirting with several attractive blog topics is fun, but sooner or later you need to commit. 

If you’ve followed along over the last few posts, there’s a good chance you’ve found a 
topic that feels like “The One.” You’ve done enough research to feel confident you and 
your topic are compatible, and you’re positively brimming with passion.

Before you head off to get your marriage license domain name, here’s one last thing to 
consider. Just as regular, consistent, quality communication is vital to a successful 
marriage, so it is with blogging. Professional bloggers recommend posting fresh content 
on your blog 3-5 times a week. Some recommend posting even more frequently. That’s a 
whole lot of communicating.

How can you know you have what it takes to keep blogging after the honeymoon is 
over?

Here’s one good way to find out. Pull out your blogging notebook and brainstorm or 
mind-map on your topic. Can you fill up a page or two with ideas for blog posts? If 
you’re unfamiliar with mind-mapping, Darren Rowse wrote a great post about it over at 
Problogger.

Don’t panic if your brain freezes up. Just relax and remember why you love this topic. 

Ask yourself:

•If you were writing a book about your topic, what would the chapters be about?

•When you talk with people about this topic, what sorts of things do you discuss?

•What questions do people ask you about this topic?

topic
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•What do you enjoy reading about your topic?

•What would you like to learn about your topic?

•So, how did it go? 

Hopefully doing the exercise simply confirmed what you already felt was a sure thing. If 
not, it doesn’t mean you have to break up with your topic, but you might want to 
postpone the wedding.
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Eight Secrets to Writing Sexy Blog Headlines
Headlines are the come-hither look for your blog posts. Just as we’re attracted to people 
by a flirty smile or a hint of cologne, readers are enticed by blog headlines that offer an 
air of mystery or a seductive promise.

Dress up your blog post headlines with these hot tips from top copywriters:

Add Numbers.
Numbers lure readers with the promise of specific, measurable information (“Nine 
Sizzling Summer Hairstyles”).

Ask a Question.  
Make direct contact with readers by asking a provocative question (“Why Are You 
Talking to Yourself on Your Blog?”).

Invite Controversy.  
Controversial headlines make bold, daring statements, inviting passionate debate (“iPad 
Buyers Should be Ashamed of Themselves.”).

Reveal a Secret.  
No one wants to be left in the dark, and when headlines offer to reveal confessions, 
private information, and secrets, readers are intrigued (“The Secret Spice That Will Have 
Him Begging for Mercy”).

Go Easy.  
Words like simple, quick, or easy attract readers by making them feel relaxed, capable, 
and confident (“13 Easy Tips for a Clutter-Free Kitchen”).

headlines
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Use Provocative Language.  
Everyone likes a little drama now and then, so add it to your headlines with bold words 
like shocking, killer, danger, sizzling, sexy, or hot (“Eight Hot Winter Vacations for Under 
$500″).

Tell a Story.  
Readers love a good story, so use your headline to let them know you’ve got a good one 
to tell them (“How I Won the Lottery but Lost my Underpants”).

Show Them.  
Readers enjoy learning, so “how-to” headlines offering steps, techniques, tips, and 
solutions are always popular (“How to Grow Juicy Tomatoes in Your Sock Drawer”).

Final Thoughts.

When you craft your headlines, keep your target audience’s needs and motivations in 
mind, and make sure your blog post delivers on all those sweet promises made in your 
headline. Also add in a niche-specific keyword or two to attract search engine traffic 
too.
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How to Serve Up Tasty Blog Content
Your blog is like a drive-thru restaurant in the online publishing world. By the time 
readers pull up to your blog, they’ve already placed their order in a search engine or via 
a subscription button. Once they have your content in hand, they’ll give it a quick scan 
to make sure you got their order right, wolf down a few bites, and speed on down the 
information highway.

To keep these busy readers returning to your blog day after day, you’ll need to 
consistently deliver exceptionally tasty content. Before you hand over a hot-off-the-grill 
post to your readers, give it a final quality check to make sure it’s:

Appetizing. Does the post have a tantalizing title and an aromatic lead to give the reader 
a whiff of the juicy content that awaits them?

Fresh. Have you cooked up some new material or are you offering stale, recycled 
content?

Satisfying. Did you pack your post with hearty ingredients like solid solutions to reader 
problems and straight answers to their questions?

Digestible. Can readers verify their order with a quick scan of bold subheadings? Did 
you slice long passages of meaty text into short paragraphs? Have you chopped 
information into bite-sized morsels with bullet points and numbered lists?

Delicious. Have you spiced up your post with stories, anecdotes, or humor?

Would You Like to Try an E-Book Shake Today? If you have any special offers like an 
ebook or newsletter, point it out in your post and add a link to make it easy for the 
reader to order it while they’re here.

content
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How to Find Your Authentic Blogging Voice
Opening my Google Reader in the morning feels like walking into a big party packed 
with interesting, engaging people. Even if a quick headline scan shows several bloggers 
are discussing the same topic, I’m always eager to hear their varied and unique 
perspectives.

I’ve noticed that fascinating party guests and successful bloggers share one essential 
trait. They all speak with a clear, authentic voice. Whether conversing amidst a cluster of 
cocktail-drinkers or blogging in a crowded niche, they’re not going to be mistaken for 
someone else.

What is “authentic voice” in blogging? To me, it’s putting yourself on paper. It’s your 
personality, perspective, and style shining through the words you write. When you’re 
blogging with an authentic voice, you might be talking about the same topic as 
someone else, but it’s going to sound completely different.

For example, compare this post from Penelope Trunk on time management with this one 
from Chris Brogan. Think you’d ever confuse these two in a blog post?

You’d think blogging in an authentic voice would come naturally, but it usually doesn’t. 
A lot of us come from backgrounds where we were encouraged to quiet down, stifle 
ourselves, and be like those around us. Being different, creative, or a bit on the loud side 
earned us red marks on papers, pointed stares, and trips to the

woodshed. Over time, we learned we got more goodies by staying inside the lines, 
walking with the herd, and blending in.

Thank God those days are over! And now that they are, it’s time to get on with the 

voice
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business of being ourselves because blending in just doesn’t cut it in the blogging world.

Find Your Voice by Journaling

Like with most other things, the only way to become skilled at blogging with an 
authentic voice is through practice. And in this case, practice means writing, writing, 
and writing some more. For me, the best writing practice comes by journaling, and I 
highly recommend it to you too. When you let yourself write about anything you want 
with no intention of ever showing your words to another living soul, it feels safe to be 
real. And the more you let your authentic voice come out in your private journal, the 
easier it will get to bring it out for your readers.

Evict Your Inner Critic

To coax your authentic voice into your blog posts, give yourself permission to write 
really crappy first drafts with the promise you’ll dress things up later. What I do is write 
about my post’s topic for 10-15 minutes without stopping and without any self-
censoring. I keep my fingers moving on the keyboard and don’t worry about 
punctuation, how things sound, or what anyone else might think. When I’m done, the 
results aren’t pretty, but my authentic voice has been captured on the page and tends to 
stick around throughout the revision process.

Raise Your Voice

As you develop your blogging voice, be aware that some days it might be a whisper and 
some days it will be a roar. You might even cover the whole vocal range in a single post, 
such as starting a post with instructions on baking the perfect cheesecake and ending 
with the true story of your Rottweiler devouring that perfect cheesecake while it cooled 
on the counter.
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How to Dream Up Awesome Blogposts
If you read big blogs, like Leo Babauta's Zen Habits and others, you'll notice that they 
have huge subscriber numbers for a simple reason: these bloggers know how to write 
posts that rock.

Here are 3 questions to ask when planning to write a top-notch blog post:

1. What should I write about?

In order to satisfy your readers, you need to create posts that are insanely useful.

But there is a rub.

Your post needs to be useful for the readers that come to your blog. For example, if I 
were to write a post about my best Lasagna recipe here on VBN, it would put reader off. 
After all, you don't come here to read about cooking, you come here to read about 
blogging, right?

In order to write top posts for your blog, you need to be clear about your blog niche.! 
(This may sound obvious, but it actually took me a long time to articulate what Goodlife 
ZEN is really about - and what distinguishes it from other blogs.)

2. How can I crank up my creativity?

This is an important question. Because as bloggers, we need to be able to sustain our 
creative journey. How can you keep your well of creativity flowing, week after week 
and year after year? Luckily, there are some great mind tools that can help boost 
creativity, like brainstorming, 'artist's dates', mindfulness, and so on.

blogposts
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3. How can I draw inspiration from my life?

They key to drawing inspiration from your life is to do interesting things, and to use 
present experience and emotions. If you do that, you can reflect and draw lessons that 
have value not only for you, but for others.

What is really important is to be you, and not to try to be some one else. 

Because being YOU makes your blog original!

It takes blogging experience to draw inspiration from your life, and to turn your 
experiences into useful blog posts, but I think everyone can learn to do it.
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This Ebook was created with help from members of the A-List Blogger Club using 
some of the best content of Virgin Blogger Notes.

Editor: Mary Jaksch

Editorial support: Tess Marshall and Françoise Hontoy.

Design: Graham Phoenix
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